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Building a repository of first 
responder-centered design resources:
Lessons learned from an early-stage pandemic project
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FR-AR Project 

NIST granted RTI $750,000 for 2 years of research through PSIAP: Public Safety Innovation Accelerator Program  

Supporting 
a market 
for public 

safety user 
interfaces



RTI seeks to help innovators 
build in augmented reality 

ptc.com



Important 
concepts



Augmented reality

Computer generated content overlays the physical environment


Real-time inputs create responsive, contextualized outputs


https://www.nngroup.com/



Not virtual reality



User-centered design

seobility.net

Involving users 
throughout the entire 
iterative design and 

development process

http://webusabilitytalk.com


Usability



Learning experience design



Driver/operator & pump panel 

A firefighter who is trained 
to operate a pump panel  

Job position Tool

A device that provides the required water 
flow and pressure for a fire protection system 



Project Objectives



Deliverables
FRAR Project 

Delivering educational 
materials in AR 

Assessment in AR

Published best practices:

chemedx.org

FR-CD methods in AR

AR implementation 
readiness



Deliverable
FRAR Project 

Training module 
prototype (MVP 1)

The conversion of an idea 
into a concept with 
physical structure

 

Presented iteratively to 
learners to test its viability 
and validate assumptions



Deliverable
FRAR Project 

Persistent 
testbed 

A “sandbox” or virtual software 
environment allowing for modular, 
monitored experimentation. Try 
changes without impacting real 
data or processes. Helps 
evaluate emerging protocols and 
applications and enumerate best 
practices

itechbrand.com

http://itechbrand.com


Deliverable
FRAR Project 

A centralized place to store, 
maintain, and distribute data


Will hold a catalog of resources 
and recommendations for learning 
designers and application 
developers looking to create 
products for first responders 

Best practices 
repository



FR-AR Training: why this project is timely from my perspective 



FR-AR Training: why this project is timely from the user’s perspective

FF-U-002 Every time we come to work, we have some kind of training component based on 
whatever we’re doing. 

FF-R-009
I like where this department’s going with their vision right now. Training everybody and 

keeping track of them. You know where you’re at. So I think this department’s 
probably different than a lot of them in the perspective. 

[Re: training requirements] For example, we have to force doors. You can force one 
door in like 30 seconds. He wants to know if we train two hours on this, can you still 
force a door in 30 seconds? And a year later, if you don’t train do you lose that skill? 

No. So we can train on something else that does deteriorate over time. 

FF-U-025

When I first came on the job, I got used to reading just gauges, right? Just focused on 
reading gauges and understanding those gauges. But when everything became 

computerized, touchscreen, and digital, that was a little complicating. So I think what it 
is is that you’ve just got to kind of evolve and learn, and there’s a lot of resistance to 

learn or to accept new changes…. 

FF-U-040

We have general training needs for the station. We’re constantly having to keep people 
progressing in their training to become apparatus drivers because people move on in 
their careers. The drivers that I’ve got now, over time, they get promoted and they go 

on to become unit officers. Well, then we need somebody in their position. 



Project Progress



FRAR Project: timeline 

May 

2021

August 

2021

November 

2021

February 

2022

May 

2022

Fire site 
visit

MVP 1 
Testbed

August 

2022

November 

2022

February 

2023

May 

2023

Prototype 
MVP 1

Testing 
Methods

Prototype
MVP 2

Usability 
Testing

Literature 
review

Public 
Repository

Testing 
Methods

Usability 
Testing

MVP 2 
Testbed



FRAR Project: workflow

https://www.usability.gov/



Information sources
NIST Usability Results Tool, in-person site visit, YouTube, academic database, RTI Teams folder 







First-Responder Centered Design I: identify need

Fire Apparatus Driver/
Operators’ ability to execute 
sound decision-making 
and judgement dictates the 
forward progress of a fire 
incident. 



Identifying needs: current limitations

Current training Limitations identified

IFSTA’s Pumping Apparatus Driver/
Operator Handbook, 3rd Edition 

State standards from NC Department of 
Insurance Office of the State Fire Marshal 

Pump operations learned through mix of 
classroom instruction and tactile learning 
with the pump panel

Pump operations pass rate is unreliable 
for measuring performance 

Running a pump is expensive; outdoor 
environments are loud and distracting 

Cannot simulate rare incidents: D/Os are 
unprepared for untrained scenarios 

Knowledge, experience and hustle needed 
to establish a proper water supply  

Developing confidence and routine takes 
practice and patience  

ifsta.org



Identifying needs: potential opportunities 

Realized technology opportunities

FF:U:5440

VR can be used in the fire service for training 
firefighters in decision-making in a safe 
environment. I lost a friend in a training fire 
and although lessons learned from his death 

will help will save others in the future, one lost 
life is not worth it. Harnessing VR can help 

reduce the risk of putting firefighters in a toxic 
environment for training.

NIST.gov

http://NIST.gov




First-Responder Centered Design II: specify context of use

Helpful in high-stress situations


Calm under pressure 


High level of integrity


Clear, open communicator 

PERSONALITY



Context of Use: Firefighter Driver/Operators

KNOWLEDGE BASE

FF-U-005

It just goes down to being there and doing it, getting the experience, and 
practicing. It takes practice, especially when you’ve got a lot of stuff or people on 
the scene yelling at you, “do this, do that, why aren’t you doing anything?” You 
got to remain calm but many incidents can be very overwhelming…initially.  

FF-U-013

I mean and even if they had just given us a cheat sheet. Cliff notes guide with 
pictures and words, and this is what we do, it would have been great. Yeah. I 

mean, I love having — well, if you look around at most of the firehouses that I’ve 
ever worked at, some of my notes are still up on the board because I don’t 
remember everything. I need reference points. So definitely training is huge. 

FF-U-028

Going after an incident too and use your phone, even as a learning tool. Look up, 
“Yeah, I could have done this”, or “Wow, I’ve learned something about this”. And 
again, it’s a great refresher of things. We have to again have so many skill sets 

in our possession, and technology allows us to go back through - our 
SharePoint system here - on some drills or again, “I forgot how to do this 

discipline or this maneuver”. You can always use it to benefit yourself and the 
others in the fire department. You can use the technology available at hand. 



Context of Use: Firefighter Driver/Operators RANK ROLE
Fire Chief Operations & administration

Assistant Chief Operations
Battalion Chief District officer; highest ranking on-duty

Captain Direct operations
Lieutenant Crew supervisor
Engineer Driver/operator of equipment 

Firefighter Fire suppression
Probational Firefighter Newly trained

FF-U-004

Some of the older generations, a lot of them are 
retiring and we’re becoming a younger department 

again. So, a lot of these guys, they’re good with 
computers. The old guys, I’ve heard them complain 

about computers and stuff. The young guys are 
obviously more comfortable but on top of that, they 

haven’t ever had to learn how to do without it, so 
now that makes it even work because now they’re 

really dependent on that technology. 

EMT-S-6726

I am too old to learn what our young EMTs use so 
easily. I have been active for 15 years and have been 

on more than 3,000 squad calls. Now that we are 
required to use computers for all reports, I am 
suddenly lost. I have taken workshops but find 

everything so difficult. I’m at a point of whether to 
quit volunteering anymore which saddens me. 

TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE



Common 
attributes 

Driver/Operator 
training module 
user types





First-Responder Centered Design III: specify requirements

Primary learning objective D/O trainee comprehends 
pump panel components 

Considerations

Goals 
System assists with cognitive burdens

Knowledge dependencies required to understand pump
Individual knowledge base up to pump panel training 

System bridges gap between user and comprehension 

Individual state of mind during pump panel training

System delivers reasonable and understandable feedback 



Specifying requirements: platform
AR as sufficient medium to promote learning 

Pedagogical contributions

AR makes ‘boring’ instruction 
more engaging 

AR makes complex or abstract 
concepts ‘visible’


AR can reduce learners’ 
cognitive load by displaying 

important information 

Learner outcomes 

AR increases learning performance 

AR enhances learners’ confidence 

through repetition 

AR enhances learners’ spatial ability 

AR promotes self-directed learning

Challenges

AR is unsuitable for large groups

Headsets are uncomfortable


Headsets are difficult to proctor 

Headsets are prone to technical 

difficulties

Technology is still expensive 



Specifying requirements: technological

Voices of First Responders, 2021



Specifying requirements: monetary

Voices of First Responders, 2021



FF-R-051

It’s all - everything in the public sector is about 
money. You have a limited supply of it. People 

think you don’t. My budget constantly goes 
down and my expenses go up and my needs 

go up. So I mean… that’s where we're at. 

FF-R-019

My long-range planning is really what I spend a 
lot of time on because it's hard to determine, 

again, with our transient volunteers, again, 
through no fault of their own, what are their 

needs going to be. How do we need to make 
them successful in our organization? What 

classes are going to be available and at what 
cost? Classes are getting more and more 

expensive. We were just talking this morning. 
There is a class-- we're getting our last guy 
through it, which as we've gotten everybody 

else through, was 100 bucks just to-- the tuition 
to get into class. That doesn't include the 
supplies, and hotel, and everything to get 

through it. But that class is now 500 bucks.

MonetaryTechnological

FF-R-051

Our chief is so-- I think he just got TVs in every 
firehouse so that we could use this training 
program so we could live feed training to a 

firehouse. They could pause it, go on a call and 
come back, hit play again and the training is up 
on the TV. He can talk to every firehouse if he 

wanted to and give a, "Hey, I'm the chief. Here's 
the mission of the fire department. Here's the 

direction we're going in." And if they went on a 
call, they could just pause it and hit play again 

when they come back, they could finish watching 
him. I think it's even interactive. I think they can 

even ask questions back…

FF-S-818

There is no replacing real experience. As the 
number of fires dwindle nationwide, I think our 

dumbed-down hyper-sterilized training has 
become a detriment to firefighters. It is no longer 

realistic and does not prepare us.





First-Responder Centered Design IV: produce design solutions

FF-U-042
Instead of introducing all this extra new stuff lets, 

one, make sure what we have actually works 
better. And then, two, let’s not rely on it so much. 





First-Responder Centered Design V: evaluate designs

SHORT-TERM

measure 
feature in 
solo usability 
or learning 
environment 

systematic 
multi-feature 
evaluation in 
test bed 
environment 

LONG-TERM

waterbearlearning.com

http://waterbearlearning.com


Measure D/O trainee’s comprehension of pump panel components   

Click on the component 
that matches the 

following definition

Click on the component 
that matches the 
following name

MVP 1 
TASK



Evaluating designs: usability test plan
 SCOPE: what is being tested, with whom, when, and with what equipment 
 PURPOSE: concerns, questions, and goals 
 TASKS: what participants will be doing 
 METRICS qualitative: how participants perceived their experience  
 METRICS quantitative: how well participants performed



Evaluating designs: usability test plan metrics

Successful task completion Completed task goal                
(matched pump panel component)  

Non-critical error

Did not complete task goal
Critical error

Inefficiently completed task goal

Performance, time on task, accuracy, 
#/% of tasks completed, learning rateTypes of metrics tested



Evaluating designs: example usability scales



Evaluating designs: measuring learning

Control group: receive standard textbook lecture & PowerPoint on pump panels


Treatment group: receive first responder augmented reality pump panel intervention

Between-subject: measure difference among groups on same test identifying components 

Within-subject: measure difference among student receiving control then AR intervention

RCT

Evaluation





First-Responder Centered Design VI: system satisfies



Thoughts on implementation: CFIR 

Facilitators

cfirguide.org

An early adopter
Technology support
Management support
Resource support
Policy support

http://cfirguide.org


Project complexities: RTI FRAR team 

Building a common vocabulary

Overcoming leadership gaps

Emerging domainRemote work challenges

Time management with UNC courseload

Extremely specialized domain





Questions?


